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UNIFORMIZATION OF SURFACE LAMINATIONS
BY ALBERTO CANDEL

ABSTRACT. — A surface lamination is a metric space that carries a foliation with leaves of dimension
two. Given a riemannian metric along the leaves we study the problem of finding another such metric, in the
same conformal class, for which all leaves have the same constant curvature. As for surfaces, the existence of
such metric is determined by the Euler characteristics of the lamination. These numbers are obtained by
evaluating the invariant transverse measures on the curvature form of the given metric. We prove that there
is a metric of curvature — 1 (resp. 1) if and only if all Euler characteristics are negative (resp. positive). Using
harmonic measures we prove a similar statement holds for flat metrics.

Introduction
The classical Uniformization Theorem of Koebe-Poincare-Klein asserts that the universal covering of any Riemann surface is conformally equivalent to exactly one of the
following: the plane C, the sphere S2, or the unit disc A, and so there are three types of
Riemann surfaces: euclidean, spherical and hyperbolic. It is remarkable that the conformal type of a compact Riemann surface is completely determined by a topological
invariant, its Euler characteristic, which can be computed from the curvature of a
riemannian metric by means of the Gauss-Bonnet formula. Furthermore, according to
the type of the surface, a metric exists of curvature 0, 1 or — 1.
In this work we analyze the problem of constructing metrics of constant curvature on
surface laminations. A surface lamination is a topological space locally homeomorphic
to the product of a disc in the plane and a piece of metric space, with the overlap
homeomorphisms preserving the disc factor of this product structure. The discs glue
together to form surfaces, the leaves of the lamination, whose global behaviour is usually
very complicated. If the overlap homeomorphisms are holomorphic functions of the
disc coordinate, then we have a Riemann surface lamination.
The metric uniformization of surfaces relies on the fact that a riemannian metric on
an oriented surface is the same as a complex structure. Analytically, this is the existence
of solutions to the Beltrami equation. To have the same relation between Riemann
surface laminations and oriented surface laminations with riemannian metric we then
need a regularity theorem for the Beltrami equation depending on parameters. This is
precisely what Ahlfors and Bers proved in their classical paper [I], [6]. This fact established, we ask: given a compact Riemann surface lamination M, is there a riemannian
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metric on M inducing the complex structure (a conformal metric) for which all the leaves
have the same constant curvature?
The problem studied here has also a motivation within the framework of foliation
theory. In [4], Cantwell and Conlon studied the existence of constant curvature metrics
on the leaves of a three manifold smoothly foliated by surfaces, and gave a construction
of such a metric for proper foliations without toroidal leaves. Other results in this
direction are due to Cairns and Ghys [3] for totally geodesic foliations, and to
Verjovsky [18] for hyperbolic foliations of complex hyperbolic manifolds.
Here is a brief description of the contents of this paper. By using the local product
structure of the surface lamination M, we can speak of differential forms, namely,
differential forms on the leaves locally parametrized by the transverse coordinates. There
is a natural differential operator along the leaves and, just as for manifolds, one obtains
a leafwise de Rham complex with cohomology groups IP(H, R^), which are trivial if
/?>leaf dimension. We associate to M a topological invariant ^(M) which is the Euler
class of the tangent bundle to the leaves TM. This is a cohomology class in H2 (M, R^)
which may be represented by the curvature form of a riemannian metric g on M.
To obtain a numerical invariant we need to integrate the Euler class against the
"fundamental classes" of the lamination, in a way analogous to the Gauss-Bonnet
formula for surfaces. These fundamental classes are invariant transverse measures:
Radon measures on transversals to the leaves, invariant by the local transformations
defining the lamination.
The dual de Rham complex has homology groups
H^M, R,)^ Horn (IP (M, R,), R).
The Ruelle-Sullivan map gives an isomorphism between H^ (M, R^) and the space of
invariant transverse measures for M. Therefore these objects became truly fundamental classes, and we can define the Euler characteristic of an invariant measure [i as
7 (M, a) = H (e^ (M)) by that isomorphism.
In Section 4 we prove the following uniformization theorem.
THEOREM. — Let M be a compact oriented surface lamination with a riemannian
metric g. Then ?c(M, n)<0 for every positive invariant transverse measure if and only if
g is conformal to a metric of curvature -1. In particular, this holds true if M has no
invariant measure.
Together with Reeb's Stability theorem this gives:
THEOREM. — Let M be a compact, connected, oriented surface lamination with a nontrivial invariant transverse measure and let g be a riemannian metric on M. Then ^ (M, a) > 0
for every positive invariant transverse measure if and only if the metric g is conformal to a
metric of curvature 1. Furthermore, M is a two-sphere bundle over a metric space and
the fibers are the leaves ofM.
While these two theorems completely characterize those surface laminations for which
all leaves are either hyperbolic or spherical, simple examples show the analogous statement
for 7 (M, u) = 0 is not true. There is, however, a cohomological condition on the Euler
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class which is equivalent to the existence of a flat metric. To any Riemann surface
lamination we associate a cohomology group H1 (M, ^f) whose dual is isomorphic to
the space of harmonic measures of [8] and where the Euler class of M naturally lives.
We say that the Euler class ^(M) of M in H1 (M, Jf) is >0 (resp., <0) if w(^(M))>0
(resp., m(e^(M))<0) for every positive harmonic measure m on M. As invariant
transverse measures, when combined with a volume form on the leaves, are also harmonic
measures, the uniformization theorem for surface laminations may be stated as follows.
THEOREM. — Let M be a compact Riemann surface lamination. Then there is a conformal metric for which all leaves
(a) have curvature — 1 if and only ife^(M)<0,
(b) are flat if and only ;/^,(M)==0,
(c) have curvature 1 if and only ife^(M)>0.
A corollary of this work is that Riemann surface laminations and Riemann surfaces,
while being different in many respects, share many geometric properties. The differences
usually came from the dynamical aspect of the laminations. This makes it interesting
to study how the objects one usually attaches to Riemann surfaces (divisors, line bundles,
Teichmiiller spaces, etc.) behave for laminations. For instance, Teichmuller spaces of
surface laminations are used in [17] in the study of one-dimensional dynamics.
I would like to thank L. Conlon and A. Baernstein for comments and discussions,
E. Ghys for pointing out [9] and other useful remarks, and D. Sullivan for explaining
to me certain aspects of [17]. I am also grateful to the referee, whose comments and
suggestions helped to improve and simplify the presentation.

1. Fundamentals of laminations
1.1. LAMINATIONS. —Let M be a separable, locally compact, metrizable space. We
say that M is a ^-dimensional lamination if there is a cover of M by open sets U^ (called
flow boxes or charts) and homeomorphisms
(p,:U,->D,xT,
with Df open in R^, and such that the overlap maps (p^. (p^1 are of the form
(P,(P,-1(Z,0=(^,(Z,0,T,,(0),

where each map
^:(p.(UnU,)^D,xT^D,
is of class Q°, that is, smooth in the first variable and all its partial derivatives with
respect to the first variable are continuous functions of all the variables. We call
(pt~1 (D^ x {t}) a plaque. The plaques smoothly glue together to form maximal connected
sets called leaves, which are ^-dimensional manifolds. If/?=2, M is called a surface
lamination.
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By [7], we may assume the cover {L^, q\.} is regular: the Uf's have connected plaques,
each plaque in U^ meets at most one plaque in Vp and there is another cover {V;, ^ ]
such that the U/s have compact closure U^ c: V, and the homeomorphism ^ extends (p^.
A transversal is a Borel subset of M which intersects each leaf in a countable subsets. The standard ones are those of the form x x T for some flow box D x T.
Regular transversals are those contained in some standard transversal. A regular transversal can be slid along the plaques into one of the standard transversals x x T.
Maps between parts of regular transversals produced by iterations of this operation and
its inverse are local homeomorphisms called holonomy transformations.
The main examples of laminations are foliated manifolds. But even in foliation
theory one often considers objects that are not manifolds, for instance, minimal sets of
foliations. Laminations by surfaces of three-manifolds are objects of much current
interest in low dimensional topology. Other type of examples appear in [17].
1.2. FUNCTION SPACES AND METRICS. —Let M, N be laminations. With ^(M, N) we
denote the space of continuous maps /: M -> N with the compact open topology. The
closed subspace of^(M, N) consisting of those continuous maps which take leaves of M
to leaves of N is denoted by ^j (M, N) and its elements are called leafwise continuous
maps.
A map /: M -» N between laminations is said to be of class Cj°°, or smooth map of
laminations, (resp. of class Q) if it is continuous, takes leaves to leaves, and for all flow
boxes ( p : U - ^ D x T i n M and v|/: V -> D' x T in N the functions
x|/f®1

D -^ D x T ——^ D' x T -> D'
z^(z,0^(z',0^

are smooth maps (resp. C maps) for all / e T, and the partial derivatives of all orders
(resp. up to order r)ofv|//(p~ 1 with respect to the leaf variables are continuous functions
of all the variables. The space of smooth maps between laminations M, N is denoted
by ^(M, N), and with ^(M. N) we denote the space of Q-maps. We dote these
spaces with the weak Q-topology (O^r^ oo), that is, the topology of uniform convergence
of all derivatives up to order r with respect to the leaf variables. When r = 0 this is the
compact-open topology.
Laminations are objects of a category, morphisms being Cj°° maps (or smooth maps
of laminations). This category contains smooth manifolds and smooth maps, so that
all terminology and constructions on manifolds extend to laminations. The smoothness
assumption in the definition of lamination is no restriction: A lamination of class C}
always has a subordinate C^-structure.
A vector bundle n: E -> M of rank n over a ^-dimensional lamination M is smooth
if E has the structure of a lamination of dimension p-\-n which is compatible with the
local product structure of the bundle and if n: E -> M is a smooth map of laminations.
A smooth section of E is a smooth map of laminations s: M -> E such that n ° s = 1^.
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A riemannian metric on the lamination M is a smooth and positive definite section of
the bundle S2 T* M of symmetric bilinear 2-forms on TM. The existence of riemannian
metrics is a consequence of the following result proved in [11, p. 44].
PROPOSITION 1 . 1 . — Every open cover of a lamination has a subordinate smooth partition
of unity.

A smooth map of laminations /: M -> N induces a bundle map df: TM -> TN which,
over leaves, is the usual differential: df(x): T^ L^ -> Ty Ly if f(x)==y. If g^, g^ are
riemannian metrics on M, N, its norm is:

|^)|. ,.p ^fW..y
V^TX^

gM^^)

If we have more that one metric on M or N, a subscript will be added to | df(x) \.
A tool often used in foliation theory is the normal bundle to a leaf. As a consequence
of the following result the same type of structure is available for laminations. The
proof, which uses a smooth partition of unity and some elements of Hilbert manifold
theory, will not be needed.
PROPOSITION 1 . 2 . — Let M be a compact lamination. Then there is a smooth embedding
o/M in a real separable Hilbert space which restricts to a smooth immersion on each leaf.
From the smooth embedding of a compact lamination in Hilbert space H it follows
that a compact submanifold K of a leaf has a tubular neighborhood isomorphic to a
neighborhood of the zero section of the normal bundle to K in H. The fibers of the
normal bundle define a foliation near K, which is transverse to leaves of the lamination
around K. We thus recover the familiar picture we have for foliations.

2. Invariant transverse measures
Invariant transverse measures for foliations were introduced by Plante [13], RuelleSullivan [15] and Sullivan [16]. We refer to [11] for details.
2.1. INVARIANT TRANSVERSE MEASURES. - Let ^k (M) denote the space k-forms on a
lamination M. Exterior differentiation along the leaves d'.^fM)-^^'^1 (M) makes it
possible to define the de Rham cohomology groups of M as
tf (M, R^» = { a e ^ (M); rfa = 0 }/^ - 1 (M)
These are the cohomology groups of the sheaf R^ on M of germs of continuous real
valued functions which are locally constant on the leaves. The weak Cj°°-topology on
^*(M) makes these groups topological vector spaces, usually infinite dimensional and
non-Hausdorff.
The space of ^-currents on M is the continuous dual ^ = Horn (^k (M), R), doted with
the weak star topology. If M is compact, H^ (M, R^Hom(H* (M, R^), R).
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A transverse measure for M is a measure on the a-ring of transversals which restricts
to a a-finite measure on each transversal and such that each compact regular transversal
has finite mass. It is called invariant if it is invariant by the holonomy transformations
acting on transversals. Let jy^(M) denote the vector space of R-valued invariant
transverse measures for M with the weak topology.
Let M be a compact oriented ^-dimensional lamination. To any ^eMT(M) we
associate a closed current C^ as follows. Using a smooth partition of unity subordinate
to a finite cover U^D^xTf, a j9-form CD on M can be decomposed into a finite sum
co=^(0f. Let [ii be the measure induced by p, on T^. The formula:
C, ((0) = E C, (G),) = Z f f f
i

i JT, \ J D . X { ( }

o),) d^ (r).
/

defines a closed /^-current C^ on M. This correspondence
H e M^r (M) -> [CJ e Horn (W (M, R,), R)
is a topological isomorphism [11, p. 128] which is called the Ruelle-Sullivan map.
2.2. THE EULER CLASS. - The Euler class ^(M) of a surface lamination M is an
element of H2 (M, R^). It may be represented by the curvature form of a riemannian
metric on M, or, as in [II], it may be obtained by means of the Chern-Weil construction
of characteristic classes. In fact, ei (M) is the image of the Euler class of the 2-plane
bundle TM over the space M under the natural homomorphism H2 (M, R) -> H2 (M, Rj).
The Euler characteristic of an invariant transverse measure \i for the lamination M is
the number
X(M,n)=C,(^(M))eR,
where C^ is the current corresponding to |i through the Ruelle-Sullivan isomorphism.
2.3. DIRAC MEASURES AND AVERAGING SEQUENCES. -Two geometric constructions of
positive invariant transverse measures will be used later.
Dirac measures. The Dirac measure p^ associated to a compact leaf L is given as
follows: If T is a compact transversal, ^ | T ls ^le sum °f the Dirac measures of the
points of the intersection L^T. The corresponding current is given by integration
along L.
If L is a leaf of a surface lamination M, Gauss-Bonnet implies % (M, n^)= X (L), the
Euler characteristic of the compact surface L.
Averaging Sequences. This method is due to Plante [13], see also [10]. Fix a riemannian metric on M. A sequence of regions R; on leaves such that
^ Lengthy ^

i -. oo Area (R^)
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is called an averaging sequence. It defines a measure ^ via the closed current
1
f
CP R V(co) = lim ————— co,
^ooArea(Rj^
where, if needed, we pass to a subsequence so that the integrals converge in the weak
star topology.
For a surface lamination M the number lim / (R^/Area (R,) is called the average
I -> 00

Euler characteristic of { R j in [12]; it need not be equal to ^ (M, ^).

3. Riemann surface laminations
We define Riemann surface laminations. A riemannian metric on a surface lamination
defines this type of structure; this uses the Riemann mapping theorem for variable
metrics [6], [1].
3.1. THE BELTRAMI EQUATION. - Let D x T be a trivial lamination, D a domain in the
plane. A riemannian metric g on D x T can be written in the form
^(z,0|^z+P(z,0^z| 2

where ^(z, t) is a positive function in D x T, and P(z, t) is complex valued with
| P ( z , 0 | < l . Let D ' x T be another trivial lamination and suppose that
/: D x T -> D7 x T is a diffeomorphism onto its image which is sense preserving on each
leaf. If D' x T7 has the euclidean metric g ' = \ dL, |2, then / is a holomorphic map along
the leaves with respect to the complex structures determined by the given metrics if and
only if it is a solution of the Beltrami equation with parameters

f--^'^
8z

9z

in D x T. When T is a singleton we have the usual Beltrami equation in D.
A Beltrami coefficient P in a domain D c= C is an element of <^00 (D, A).
A P-conformal map is a solution of the Beltrami equation with coefficient P. Every
solution is a diffeomorphism of D onto a domain in the plane.
Let P be a Beltrami coefficient in D with sup { | P(z) |; zeD } ^k< 1. If D is the unit
disc A, the Beltrami equation has a unique solution /p which is a homeomorphism of the
closure of A onto itself and leaves -1,1 and i fixed. If D is the plane C, then there is
a unique P-conformal diffeomorphism /p of the extended complex plane which leaves 0,
1 and oo fixed. In both cases/p is called the normalized solution.
We shall need the following theorem (proved in [6], [1]) about the dependence of/o
on P.
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THEOREM 3.1 (Riemann's mapping theorem for variable metrics). — Let D denote
either A or C. For each positive number k < 1, the map (3 i-^/p is a homeomorphism from
the set of Beltrami coefficients <^00 (D, A) with sup{[ P(z)[; zeD}^A: onto its image
in ^°° (D, D).
In particular, if ^ e T i — ^ P ( . , ^^(D, A) ^ a continuous map from a compact metric
space and f^ is the normalized solution to the Beltrami equation with coefficient P (., t),
then the map
(z,OeDxT^C/;(z),OeDxT
is a diffeomorphism of laminations.

3.2. RIEMANN SURFACE LAMINATIONS. — A Riemann surface lamination is a locally
compact, separable, metrizable space M with an open cover by flow boxes { U ^ g i and
homeomorphisms cp,: U^ -> D^ x Tp with D, an open disc in C, and such that the coordinate changes in U^ H U, are of the form
(p.Cp^Z, Q=(^(Z, 0,T,,(0)

where the map z \—> ^ (z, t) is holomorphic for each t.
Note that the cover U, gives M an orientation because jacobian determinants of
holomorphic maps are positive, and that the coordinate transformations are of class Q°.
A map /: M -> N of Riemann surface laminations is holomorphic if it is continuous
and maps each leaf of M holomorphically to a leaf of N. The subset of ^ (M, N)
consisting of holomorphic maps is denoted by (9 (M, N). Cauchy's integral formula
implies ^P(M, N) c= ^(M, N) for all O^r^oo.
Two riemannian metrics g, g ' on a surface lamination M are conformally equivalent if
g ' = T| g for some positive function. A diffeomorphism /: M ^ N of surface laminations
with riemannian metrics g^ and g^ is called conformal if the metrics g^ and /* g^ on M
are conformally equivalent.
Suppose we are given an oriented surface lamination M with a riemannian metric g.
A flow box (V, \|/) is isothermal for g if g=^(z, t)\dz\2 in v|/(V). The orientation of
M is determined by a (regular) cover {U^, (p^} by flow boxes such that the jacobian
determinants of the overlaps are all positive. If the metric in one of the given flow
boxes (U, (p), (p(U)=DxT, has the form ^-(z, t)\dz+ft(z, t) dz\2, we can always find,
by invoking Riemann's mapping theorem for variable metrics, an orientation preserving
P-conformal diffeomorphism of laminations /: D x T -> D x T. Thus (U, f° (p) is an
isothermal flow box, and the cover {U, /, ° (p»} gives M the structure of a Riemann
surface lamination because now the coordinate changes are holomorphic. This and
other facts are summarized in the following theorem; see also [11, Ap. A].
THEOREM 3.2. - Let M be an oriented surface lamination mth a riemannian
metric g. Then M always has a cover (in the given orientation) by isothermal flow boxes
for g. Any such cover gives M the structure of a Riemann surface lamination. Two
riemannian metrics define the same Riemann surface structure if and only if they are
conformally equivalent.
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A Riemann surface lamination always has metrics inducing its complex structure (conformal metrics).
We say that a Riemann surface lamination is hyperbolic, euclidean or spherical
whenever all the leaves are of the respective conformal type. For a compact surface
lamination these are topological properties: the conformal type of a leaf is independent
of the complex structure on the lamination. Unlike Riemann surfaces, this is not an
exhaustive classification of surface laminations.
We conclude this section with some technical results to be used later.
PROPOSITION 3.3. — Let M and N be Riemann surface laminations. The space
0 (M, N) is closed in ^ (M, N) for all 0 ^ r ^ oo.
Proof. — This is a local question, so we may assume that M = D x T and
N = D ' x T . L e t / ^ : M ^ N be a sequence of holomorphic mappings which converges
uniformly to /: M -> N. Then / is leafwise continuous. Hence we may further assume
that N=D', a lamination with one leaf. Now we can view/^ as a sequence of holomorphic maps from D to D' which converges uniformly to /, so / is also holomorphic. This shows that (9 (M, N) is closed in ^ (M, N). The Cauchy integral
formula gives the induction step needed to complete the proof.
The next proposition follows from similar considerations.
PROPOSITION 3.4. — Let M and N be Riemann surface laminations. Let g^ and g^ be
conformal metrics on M and N. Let {/„} c= (9 (M, N) be a sequence of holomorphic maps
which converges to f: M -> N. Then df^ -> df and | df^ (x) \ -> \ df(x) \ for any x e M.

4. Hyperbolic surface laminations
In this section we prove the following
THEOREM 4.1. — Let M. be a compact oriented surface lamination and let g be a
riemannian metric on M. Then g is conformal to a metric for which all leaves have
curvature — 1 ifand only if^(M, \\)<Q for every positive invariant transverse measure [i.
Remark that the theorem includes the case no invariant transverse measure exists.
Thus
COROLLARY 4.2. — If M is a compact Riemann surface lamination with no invariant
transverse measure, then M has a conformal metric with curvature — 1 on each leaf.
The proof has two parts. First we show that under the hypothesis 50 (M, n)<0
the universal cover of every leaf is conformal to the unit disc. In this case any
given riemannian metric g on M is conformal, on each leaf, to a unique metric of
curvature — 1. In the second part we show these metrics glue together to define a
riemannian metric on M.
Needless to say, the other implication of this theorem is obvious: if g is a metric such
that all leaves have constant curvature —1, and if p, is a positive invariant transverse
measure, then ^(M, n)= -mass(^i)<0.
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4.1. HYPERBOLIC SURFACE LAMINATIONS. — From now on M will denote a compact
Riemann surface lamination and g a conformal metric on M. First we will show that
if M contains a leaf L which is not a hyperbolic Riemann surface, then there is a positive
invariant transverse measure p, with /(M, n)^0. This is elementary i f L is compact,
for then it would be either a sphere or a torus, and the corresponding Dirac measure
works. For noncompact L, more general existence theorems like [16,11.8] or [10],
even if they apply, are inappropriate as we may not be able to compute ^(M, p)
explicitly. However, our euclidean leaf L will always support an averaging sequence,
and after some modifications we will be able to compute the Euler characteristic, thus
proving the following:
THEOREM 4.3. — If%(M, \\)<Q for every positive invariant transverse measure p, then
all leaves are hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. In fact, if L is a euclidean leaf, then there
exists \JL with support in L and % (M, p.) = 0.
There are four possibilities for a non-hyperbolic leaf, two of which, the torus and the
sphere, have just been treated. The other two cases are: L is conformal to the euclidean
plane or L is conformal to the euclidean cylinder.
Recall that if /: R -> L is a conformal diffeomorphism between riemannian surfaces,
then the jacobian J (/) of/is related to the differential dfby J (/) == [ df |2, where | df \ is the
norm of the differential of/with respect to the riemannian metrics of R and L. Hence, if
D is a regular domain in R with smooth boundary 3D, the change of variable formula
gives
Area(/(D))

={m
JD

and
Length (3/(D)) = Length (/(3D))-== f WV
J8D
JQD

where the first integral is with respect to the riemannian volume of R and the second
with respect to the induced riemannian volume on 3D.
Suppose our euclidean leaf L is a plane. We have a conformal diffeomorphism
/: C -> L, where C carries the euclidean metric. Denote by B^ the disc of radius r in C
centered at 0 and L,=/(B,). Then
Area(4)=f | ^ = f Y f ^fAds.
JB,.
Jo VJaBs
/

Hence
Length (8Ly= ( !
\J9B,

\df^^lnr [
)

\df\2=2nrd-ATesi(L,).

J8Br

If

,. . , Length (3L,)
.
hm inf——-—-—- =a>0,
r -^ oo
Area (Ly)
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then, for r sufficiently large, say r^ro, the ratio Length (5L^)/Area (L^) ^ a/2, and so
=

f 00 dr . f 0 0
1
d .
. ,
—— <
———————-2 —Area(L..)rfr

J^27ir-J^Length(a4)

dr

2
4
^(4/a
=
(4/a2)) fI 00 -:—————. 4Area (4)
r / dr = 2
- v ' U, Area(4)2 dr
a Area (1^) •

Therefore, to elude a contradiction, there must be a sequence y\. -^ oo such that the
corresponding regions { L p i -> oo } in the leaf L form an averaging sequence as in
section 2.3.
When L is a Riemann surface diffeomorphic to a cylinder and holomorphically covered
by C, the uniformization theorem and Teichmuller theory imply that L is conformal to
the euclidean cylinder A = R / Z x ( — o o , oo) with metric dQ2-^dr2. We then proceed in
exactly the same way, except that now we take the regions B^ = R/Z x [ — r, r\. Iff: A -> L
is a conformal diffeomorphism and Ly=f(By), then we have
Length (3L,)2 ^ 2 d- Area (L,),
dr
and the same arguments as above provide the same conclusion.
Thus we see that a noncompact euclidean leaf L supports an averaging sequence
{L^}. Note that Area (L^)-^ oo, because Area (L) =00, and, as/is a diffeomorphism,
L = U Lf. Since all the regions L^ are contained in the same leaf L, the measure ^ ^at
i

[L^ defines has support in L. Moreover, as all the regions L^ are either discs or
annuli, [t^ has average Euler characteristic equal to zero. But we cannot conclude that
^ (M, H^)= 0 because we have no control on the geodesic curvature of 9L^ The next
step is to regularize this averaging sequence. For this we need the following result from
Phillips-Sullivan [12].
PROPOSITION 4.4. — There is a finite cover ofM by closed/low boxes such that plaques
of different flow boxes intersect generically, namely:
(a) Boundaries of plaques intersect transversely or not at all.
(b) There are no triple intersections of boundaries of plaques.
Remark that their differentiability hypothesis on M is the same as ours, and, although
Phillips and Sullivan state and prove this result for foliated manifolds, their proof is
also valid for compact laminations.
Let [P^ be the collection of all the plaques of the flow boxes in the proposition
above. Then, because each flow box is compact, because there are only finitely many
of them, and because the riemannian metric on M is smooth, there exist, as in [12],
(1) A lower bound Co>0 on the distance, measured along the boundary of a plaque,
between intersection points with boundaries of other plaques.
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(2) A lower bound 5o>0 on the area of a non-empty sector of a plaque. A sector of
a plaque P is a subset of the form

POP
I 1 n InI • • • Ir^p
1 • ri 'P^P'
I - ri+ i n
1 1 • • •OP'
I 1 rf+j
A

A

L

A

for i,7^0, where P^ are plaques and "prime" denotes complement.
(3) A positive Lebesgue number v for the cover of the lamination by plaques.
(4) Upper bounds K() and K on the absolute value of the geodesic curvature of the
boundary of any plaque and of the curvature of the leaves.
(5) Upper bounds A and C for the area and circumference of any plaque.

Area of sector >8o —^X/////n\ V—

Length >eo

Fig. 1.

Let R, be the union of plaques (from the flow boxes in Proposition 4.4) intersecting L^ To see that { Rf} is an averaging sequence and that the invariant transverse
measure it defines has the desired property we need some topological estimates in the
spirit of [12].
A plaque of R; contributing to 3R^ will be called a boundary plaque. Then, by (5):
Length (3R,) ^ C. # {Boundary Plaques }.
Since each boundary plaque of R^ contributes at least one sector to Area(Rf\L^) not
contributed by another plaque, we have
Area (R;\L^) ^80. # {Boundary Plaques }.
Therefore:
Length (3R,) ^ c-Area (R,\L,).
80
By (2) and (5), any collection of sectors (with disjoint interior) in a plaque contains
no more than A/8o elements. By (3), we can cover SL^ with (1/v) Length (3L,) plaques,
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and any other plaque contributing to Rf\Lf intersects one of these. Thus:
1
A
— Area (R»\Lf) ^ # {Plaques meeting R,\L,} ^ — Length (3Lf).
A
v8o
All this implies that
Length (5R,) ^ ^^ Length (8Li).
v6^

Remark that Area (R,) ^ Area (L,) -> oo. Therefore
^ Length (BR,) ^ ^ A^C Length (gL,) ^
f -> oo Area (R^) ~ 1^ oo v8^ Area (L^)
so { R j is an averaging sequence which defines a non-trivial invariant transverse measure p,R.
To compute % (M, |^), note that, by the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem,
f Q=27TX(R.)- f K,- I: ^
jRi
J9fLi
pe8Ri

where 0 is the curvature form representing the Euler class ^j(M) of TM, Kg denotes
geodesic curvature and QLp is the exterior angle at a corner p of <9Rf. Then
|x(M,^|=lim ———— f Q ^ l i m — — — — { 2 7 r | x ( R . ) | + f |K,|+| ^ ocA
i -. oo Area (R^) J^.
i -. oo Area (R,) C
JaR,
peaRf
J
By (1) above, the minimum distance between consecutive corners is £o, thus
| ^ a ^K- Length (3R,).
p e BRff

£

0

By (4),
| | Kj^Ko Length (aR,)
JaRi

Finally, note that all regions R^ are contained in the same leaf L which is either a plane
or a cylinder, and that each R, is connected. Thus, if # {7io (3R^)} denotes the number
of components of 5R^, we have

x(R,)=2-#{7io(aR.)}
By (1), the length of each component of 5Rf is greater than SQ thus
[ 7 (R,) | ^ 2 + # {Tio (5R.)} ^ 2 + -1- Length (3R,).
So
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Putting all these estimates together,
i /x^
M ^ r Length v(8R.) f 2 TT'
TC 1
47i
|x(M,HR)|^hm
°
^—+100+^+11111 ——-—=0,
i -. oo Area (R,) [ EQ
£o J » - oo Area (R,)
and this concludes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
4.2. THE UNIFORMIZATION MAP. - Let A, be the open disc of radius r in the complex
plane. We write A for the unit disc. The Poincare metric on A^ is given by:
r4

dz 2
^= 7^-^
(r2^!2)2 I I '

If/: A,. -^ L is a holomorphic map to a riemannian surface L, then
l^^lA^O-I^DI^^Ie

where [ df(z) \^ is the norm of df(z) with respect to the euclidean metric g^= \ dz |2 on A,..
The classical Schwarz lemma reads as follows.
LEMMA 4.5 (Schwarz). - A holomorphic map /:A->A is distance decreasing for the
Poincare metric, i. 6?., | df(z) \ ^ 1 for all z e A. In fact, if \ df(z) \ = 1 for some z e A, then f
is an isometry.
Let L be a hyperbolic Riemann surface with a conformal metric g^. By the uniformization theorem for Riemann surfaces there exists a holomorphic covering map u: A -^ L.
The lifted metric u* g^ is conformal to the Poincare metric gp, that is, there is a positive
function
T^A-^R
such that
U^g^^gp.

The function ^ is invariant under the deck transformations of the covering u: A -> L
because they are isometries of the Poincare metric, and so it descends to a positive
function T|:L-^R. Since gp has constant curvature -4, so does the metric (1/ri2)^
on L.
This function T| is called the uniformization map of L. It is independent of the chosen
holomorphic covering of L by the unit disc: any two coverings differ by a conformal
diffeomorphism of A, which is an isometry with respect to the Poincare metric.
Furthermore, if u^: A -> L is a holomorphic covering map with u^ (0) = x, then
^
^\ 1 / 2
|^x(0)|=^ ^(0)-,^(0)=TI(;C)

(

8z

82}

Note that if u: A -»L is another holomorphic covering map with u (0) = x, then Schwarz's
lemma implies that u (z) = u^ (az) with | a \ = 1, and so [ du (0) | = | du^ (0) |.
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If M is a compact oriented surface lamination as in the statement of Theorem 4.1,
then all its leaves are hyperbolic Riemann surfaces and we define the uniformization
map
T| : M -> (0, oo)
of M by putting together the uniformization maps of the leaves: r\(x)=\du^(0)\, where
u^ is a holomorphic covering of L^ with u^ (0) = x.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 would be completed by showing that T| is a smooth function
on the lamination M. This uniformization map was studied by Verjovsky [18] and by
Ghys [9], who also proved the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4 . 6 . — The uniformization map is lower semicontinuous.
Proof. — Let u: A -> L be a holomorphic covering of L with u(0)=Xo. For r< 1, let
Vy: & -> L be defined by Vy (z) = u (rz). Since & is simply-connected, the local product
structure of the lamination and the existence of a normal bundle imply v^ extends to a
smooth map
(|):&XT-^M,
(A x T a trivial lamination, T a compact regular transversal through Xo) which is locally
a homeomorphism because u is, and such that:
(1) ^\^{tQ}=^

(2) ^ ( & x { r } ) c = L ^ o . o ,
(3) ^ ( A x { ^ } ) n ( [ ) ( A x { ^ ) = 0 i f ^ r .
Let (|>* g be the pullback riemannian metric on the trivial lamination A x T. Writing
^g=^(z,t)\dz+^(z,t)dz\2
and applying the Riemann mapping theorem for variable metrics we obtain a diffeomorphism of laminations
/: A x T -> A x T,

with /(==/(., t) the normalized ?(., Q-conformal diffeomorphism. Thus, the complex
structure determined by ff\dz\2 on A and the one determined by <|)*g|Ax{t} coincide.
Therefore, there is a smooth function
CT:AXT-^R
such that
^g^^gp
where gp is the Poincare metric on A and il/^0/"1. Note that
^lAxt^Oh/t" 1 )*^^)'
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Since ^ is a locally a homeomorphism and (|)(0, ro)=;Co, there is a neighborhood U of
(0, to) in A x T such that \|/ |u: U -^ \|/ (U) is a homeomorphism. Then the function
^^vHu1

is well defined and continuous on the neighborhood v|/(U) of XQ.
Let (z, QeU and x=\|/(z, Oev|/(U). Let \|/,=v|/|Ax{t}:A ->L^. Recalling that the
uniformization map was determined by
^g^^gp.
it easily follows that the lifted map ^: A -» A satisfies
^?gp=

°
gp,
^1 °¥t

so it is holomorphic. By Schwarz's lemma:
|^)|=-^ ^1
Tl(^(n0)
for all we A. As every xev|/(U) is of the form x=v|^(z), we get
TI^CT^-1^))^^).

Note that for XQ = v|/ (0, ^o) we have \|/o = v|/ IA x {o} = = ^r ^h z;* ^LO= a2 Sp'

This implies

l

^(xo)=a(v|/- (xo))=CT(0)=|^(0)|=r|^(0)|=rrl(xo).
Let { x^} <= M be a sequence converging to XQ. For r< 1 construct the corresponding q
as above. Since v|/(U) is a neighborhood of XQ, x^e\|/(U) for almost all n. Hence
Tl(^n)^(^n)

for large n. Since ^ is continuous on \|/ (U)
liminfri(^)^ lim q(x^-=q(xo)=rr[ (x^).
Xn -^ XQ

Xn -> ^o

As this holds for arbitrary r< 1, it follows that
lim infr|(x)^r|(xo),
X -> XQ

which proves the lower semicontinuity of r\ at XQ.
To prove the upper semicontinuity of T| we need some preliminary facts. First, a
lemma from [2].
LEMMA 4.7 (Brody). — Letf: Ap -> L c= M be a holomorphic map and, for each r e [0, I],
let fy(z)=f(rz). Suppose \df(fl)\^a>0. Then there exists re[0, 1] and a conformal
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automorphism T of Ap such that h =fy ° T satisfies:
sup \dh(z)\=\dh(0)\=a.
[z|<p

We need to compare the distance on the leaves with an arbitrary distance on M.
A riemannian metric g on M induces a distance di on the leaves as follows: if x, y
are in the same leaf L then d^ (x, y) is the infimum of the lengths of piecewise smooth
curves a in L from x to y, that is
d, (x, y) = inf !\^\= inf !g (o^ (rf/A), o^ (rf/A))172.

Although we can certainly construct a distance on M for which the inclusions of the
leaves are all Lipschitz-1, the referee suggested the following "equicontinuity" should be
enough.
LEMMA 4.8. — Let d^ be any distance on M compatible with its topology. Given any
e>0 there is 8>0 such that B^(x, 8) c: B^(x, e) for any xeM.
Proof. - The basic fact to note is this: If D x T is a flow box and a is a path in D,
the continuity of the riemannian metric implies that
teT\-> Length o f a i n D x ^ }
is a continuous function on T. Let [x^] be a sequence in M, and, by compactness,
assume x^ -^ x. Let D x T be a flow box around x such that D x T c= B^ (x, £/2).
Here D is a disc in the plane centered at 0 so that x=(0, to) and x^=(z^ ^).
Then z^-^0 (both in M and in the plaque through to). From the basic fact above, it
follows that there is 8 > 0 such that, for large n,
B, (^, 8) c= D x T c BM (x, e/2) c= B^ (^, c).
From this, arguing by contradiction, the conclusion of the lemma follows.
We now show that there is a uniform bound for the norms of the differentials of
holomorphic maps A -> M. This is related to [2]. First, let/,,: A -> M be a sequence of
holomorphic maps and suppose \df^(0)\=r^ increases to infinity. By precomposition
with z e A^ \—> z / r ^ e A we may consider a sequence of holomorphic maps /„: \ -> M such
that |f^(0)|^=l, where |.|^ is the norm with respect to the Poincare metric on A,..
By Brody's lemma, there exist holomorphic maps h^: \ -> M such that
|^(0)|^ sup |^(z)|^=l
\z\<rn

With respect to the euclidean metric we have
|^(0)|,=1= sup (i-\z/r^)\dh^z)\,.
\z\<rn
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Fix m and let n>m. Then the restriction of h^ to A^ satisfies
sup |^(z)|,= sup i"1,^12!^^)^^
\z\<rm

|z|<r^ 1

| Z/^ |

where c^ is a constant that depends on r^ only. Hence, by the integral expression for
the distance on the leaves,
^(^(z),^(w))^c,^(z,w)
for all z, w in A.'m and n>m. Here ±fit is the distance of the Poincare metric on A,.— .
Let £>0 be given and let zeA,. . If 8 corresponds to e as in Lemma 4.8 and if U is
the ball in A^ of radius 8/c^, then
Wn(z\h^w))<S

for all w e U and all n>m. This means, by definition, that {/!„}„>„, is equicontinuous
on A,. . Since M is compact, Ascoli's theorem implies that [hn}n>m ls a relatively
compact family in ^(A,. , M). Define by induction on m a sequence {^,^}n such
that [h^^] is a subsequence of {^,^-1}, ^,,1=^ and {/?„,„,}„ converges uniformly
in A,. . Then the diagonal sequence [h^^] converges uniformly in every A^ and its
limit is a holomorphic map h:C->M. This map is not constant because, by using
Proposition 3.4,
|^(0)|,= lim |^(0)|,=1.
m -»• oo

But this, by Liouville's theorem, contradicts the fact that the holomorphic covering of
every leaf is the unit disc.
In general, if there are sequences {/„} in (9 (A, M) and { z ^ } in A such that
|^(zJ| -> oo, let T^ be the conformal automorphism of A with T^(0)=z^. Then the
sequence of holomorphic maps ^=/»°T^ satisfies |^(0)|=|^(z^)|, and the previous
arguments apply.
This discussion has established that there is a constant C such that | df(z) \ ^ C for all
/e<9(A, M) and all zeA. It then follows, by Lemma 4.8, that <^(A, M) is a equicontinuous family of ^ (A, M). The Ascoli theorem and Proposition 3.3 imply that:
PROPOSITION 4.9. - IfM is compact and all its leaves are hyperbolic, then (9 (A, M) is
compact.
To conclude the proof of the continuity of the uniformization map, we need the
following elementary consequence of Schwarz's lemma and the definitions.
LEMMA 4.10. — The uniformization map satisfies
Ti(x)=max{[rf/(0)|;/€^(A, M),/(0)=x}.

Finally, if x^ -> x and u^: A -> L^ , «„ (0) = x^ is a sequence of holomorphic coverings
of leaves, then there exists a subsequence of {u^ ] which converges to a holomorphic
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map M:A-»L^ Then |^(0)| -> \du(0)\, and the previous lemma implies that T| is
upper semicontinuous. Together with Proposition 4.6 we have
PROPOSITION 4.11. - The uniformization map T| is continuous.
We shall use the following consequence.
COROLLARY 4.12. - The family o/^(A, M) consisting of those holomorphic maps which
are holomorphic coverings of leaves is compact.
As remarked at the beginning of this section, T| is smooth on each leaf. Next we
study how its partial derivatives along the leaves depend on the transverse parameters.
Let XQ e M and let (U, (p) be a flow box around XQ, (p: U -> D x T and (p (.Xo) = (zo, QWe may assume that there is a trivialization Z of TM over U so that (^~l\(8|8z)=Z.
We define a map
V'.AXT-^M

as follows. For teT, v(., /):A -> M is the holomorphic covering of the leaf through
the point (p'^Zo, 0 with u(0, t)=^~l(z^ t) and such that dv(., t)(0)(8/8z) and Z
differ by a real positive factor. (This factor is T| ((p ~ 1 (zo, t))/\ Z \^ ^ ^.) This conditions
determine v uniquely.
Since each v (., t) is locally a diffeomorphism and their dilatation depends continuously
on t, we can find a disc A() c= A centered at 0 such that
v: Ao x T -^ U
is a diffeomorphism onto each plaque in U (possibly after replacing U by a smaller flow
box). Also, the distance of M in U is approximately the distance on the plaques of U
plus the distance on the transversal T. (For the next argument we could assume they
are equal.)
PROPOSITION 4.13. - The map t ; : A o > < T - ^ U is a holomorphic map of surface laminations.
Proof. - Only continuity needs to be checked. Let (z^, Q e Ao x T be a sequence
converging to (w, s). Then v(., t^) is a sequence of holomorphic coverings and it
has a subsequence v(., t^) which converges to a holomorphic covering map u^ and
^s (0)= v (0, s) because
z;(0, tn)=^~l(zo, ^-^(p-^zo, s)=v(0, s).
Furthermore, du, (0) (8/8z) = lim dv (0, ^) (8/8z), so u, = v (., s). In fact, any subsequence
k

of v(., Q has a subsequence which converges uniformly to v{., s). Since the family of
holomorphic coverings of leaves is compact, a standard argument shows that v (., Q
converges uniformly to v (., s). It follows that v (z^ Q -> v (w, s) and this concludes the
proof.
For each xeU there is a unique (z, QeD x T with x=(p~ 1 (z, t) and a unique ae^o
such that v (a, t) = x. The original riemannian metric g can be written, when restricted
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to U, as g='k(z, t) I dz |2, where X is a smooth function on D x T . This implies, by the
results of section 3.2, that

xev^dv^.t^v-^x)^
is a smooth map of laminations.
If m^ is the Moebius transformation of A taking 0 to a, then v (., 0 ° w^ is a holomorphic covering of L^ with
v{., 0°w,(0)==z^, Q=x.

Therefore
ri(x)=|rf«,0°0(0)|
=[rfz;(., 0(^)| |rfm,(0)|

=|^(.,0(a)|,
where the norms are taken with respect to the Poincare metric on A. It follows that
the partial derivatives of T| with respect to the leaf variables are continuous functions of
all variables. That is,
THEOREM 4.14. — The uniformization map T| is a smooth map on the lamination M.

5. Spherical surface laminations
In this section we prove the following uniformization theorem for spherical surface
laminations.
THEOREM 5 . 1 . — Let M be a compact, connected, oriented surface lamination with a
nontrivial invariant transverse measure. Then 5c(M, j^)>0 for every positive invariant
transverse measure \\. if and only if all the leaves ofM are spheres.
In this situation we also have:
COROLLARY 5.2. - (a) M is the total space of a fiber bundle over a compact space. The
fibers, "which are the leaves ofM, are spheres.
(b) Any riemannian metric g on M is conformal to a metric of curvature 1 on each leaf.
Furthermore, there is a diffeomorphism f of M which maps each leaf to itself and such that
f* g is the standard metric on the fibers.
First recall Reeb's stability theorem [14].
THEOREM 5.3 (Reeb). - The set Mg of spherical leaves of a surface lamination M is
open in M. Furthermore, if all leaves are spheres, then M is a fiber bundle over the leaf
space, the fibers being the leaves.
Perhaps a word to justify the validity of Reeb's theorem in the laminations context
is in order. The first part needs no comment. For the second part one needs the
additional fact that a compact leaf has a tubular neighboorhod with a transverse
lamination coming from the normal bundle of a smooth embedding of the lamination M
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in Hilbert space. This and the local product structure of the lamination permit us to
find the locally trivial bundle structure near a spherical leaf.
We now prove Theorem 5.1 and the corollary. If all leaves are spheres, then M is
the total space of a fiber bundle over the leaf space. The invariant transverse measures
are the Radon measures on the base. Thus, by Gauss-Bonnet for surfaces, 5c(M, n)>0
for all positive [i.
Assume now % (M, p)>0 for all n. By Theorem 4.3, M has no euclidean leaves.
Together with Reeb's theorem, this implies that MH=M\MS is a compact hyperbolic
surface lamination. Let P denote the union of the supports of all invariant transverse
measures. By [16, II. 10], P is a compact lamination; by hypothesis, it is non-empty.
Furthermore, Mg c P because every spherical leaf supports a Dirac measure. If P\Ms
is non-empty, then there would be a positive invariant transverse measure [i whose
support is contained in M^. But then Theorem 4.1 would imply x(M, n)<0, a contradiction. Hence Mg = P and, since M is connected, the theorem follows.
The first part of the corollary is simply Reeb's stability theorem. Hence M is the
total space of a fiber bundle over the leaf space B, with fiber S2 and structure group the
orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the sphere. By Smale's theorem, the rotation
group SO (3) is a deformation retract of the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S2. As SO (3) is the isometry group of the standard riemannian metric go
on the sphere, there is a riemannian metric on M for which every leaf has curvature 1.
This is the standard metric on M.
Let { T f } be a cover of the leaf space B so that the fiber bundle M is described by
transition functions
(|>,,:T,nT,-.SO(3)c=Diff^(S 2 ).
A riemannian metric on M is given by functions
^,:T^Met(S 2 )
such that (|>ij(0* gj(t)=gi(f) for every teTi r\ Tj. As we have seen in section 3.1, there
is a continuous map
/,:T,-. Diff^(S 2 ),
where fi(t) is the normalized diffeomorphism corresponding to Riemann surface structure
determined by gi(t). Thus there are functions
ri^-^S^O.oo))
such thsitfi(t)*gQ=r\i(t)gi(t) for all ^eT^. Then T|^ is a metric (with curvature 1) for
the bundle with coordinate transformations f^ 1 ^^ fp which is obviously isomorphic
to M. This proves the corollary.
There is a theorem of Connes [5, p. 125] related to Theorem 5.1.
THEOREM 5.4 (Connes). — Let M be a compact Riemann surface lamination. If ^ is a
positive invariant transverse measure with /(M, p)>0, then the support of[i intersects the
union of spherical leaves in a set of positive measure.
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We construct a foliation by surfaces on S2 x T2 having a continuum of spherical leaves
and two Reeb components. This will show that the conclusion of Connes' theorem
cannot be strengthened to that of Theorem 5.1.
We start by foliating S2 x S1 x [0, 1]. At time t=0e [0, I], we give S2 x S1 the product
foliation with leaves S2 x {9}. Foliations at time ^e(0, 1) in S2 x S1 are constructed by
pushing away north and south poles of the spheres, so that as t -> 1 the foliations
approach the Reeb foliation on S2 x S1 x ^ 1}. We picture half of the construction.

t==1

t==0

In fact, this process describes a cobordism between the product foliation and the Reeb
foliation on S2 x S1. Gluing two copies of S2 x S1 x [0, 1] along their boundary produces
the desired foliation of S2 x T2. This foliation has an invariant measure with positive
Euler characteristics, but not all the leaves in its support are spheres.

6. Euclidean surface laminations
It is not difficult to construct a surface lamination M for which all Euler characteristics
are zero yet not all its leaves are euclidean. For example, by introducing a Reeb
component in a foliated three-manifold with no invariant transverse measure, we obtain
a foliation with both euclidean and hyperbolic leaves, and whose only invariant measures
are multiples of the Dirac measure on the toroidal leaf.
But even when all leaves are euclidean and all the Euler characteristics are zero there
may be no metric for which all leaves are flat. For instance, all the Euler characteristics
of the Reeb foliation of the three-sphere are zero. From the usual representation of a
planar leaf as a surface of revolution, we see it is conformal to the plane. On the other
hand, the volume function of that leaf has linear growth, and this is a fact independent
of the riemannian metric on the foliation. Since the volume function of a plane with a
flat metric has quadratic growth, we conclude that there is no riemannian metric on the
Reeb foliation which is flat along the leaves.
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This shows there is no uniformization theorem for euclidean laminations in terms of
invariant transverse measures only. In trying to decide when a riemannian metric on a
surface lamination is conformal to a flat one, harmonic measures naturally appear.
6.1. LINE BUNDLES AND THE EULER CLASS. — We sketch the sheaf theoretic construction
of the Euler class of a Riemann surface lamination M. Let (9 be the sheaf of germs of
holomorphic functions on M. Let ^P* be the sheaf of nowhere vanishing holomorphic
functions. Let Z be the sheaf of locally constant integer valued functions on M. The
exponential sheaf sequence

o^z2-^^*^
is exact and produces the exact cohomology sequence
. . . -^(M.^-^H^M, ^-^H^M.Z)-^ . . . .
Elements of H1 (M, ^*) are called holomorphic line bundles over M. The homomorphism c associates to a holomorphic line bundle £. its Chern class c(^). If
piH^M.Z^H^M.RQ
is the map induced in cohomology by the inclusion of sheaves Z -> R -> Rj, composition
with the Chern homomorphism gives the Euler class of ^:
^(i^p^^eH^M.R,).
We obtain the Euler class ^(M) of M by applying this process to the holomorphic tangent bundle TM. To obtain a representative, let { U j be a cover of M as in
Section 3.2. The cocycle

^,=^,/^:u,nu,-^c*

represents TM in H1 (M, d?*). A conformal metric on M is given by positive real valued
functions ^ on U, such that gi=gj \ ^ |2. The curvature 2-form is
Q= ——S^\ngi.
2n[

Here 8, ~6 are the usual holomorphic differential operators of complex manifolds extended
in the obvious way to Riemann surface laminations. Then Q is a real differential
2-form on M and ^ (M) = [Q] in H2 (M, R^).
In the smooth category line bundles are classified by their Chern class, but a topologically trivial line bundle may not be holomorphically trivial because H1 (M, (9) need not
be trivial. For example, if TM is holomorphically trivial, then M can be parametrized
by an action of R 2 and there is a flat conformal metric.
6.2. HARMONIC MEASURES. — Harmonic measures for laminations were introduced and
studied by L. Garnett in [8]. Let M be a compact lamination with a riemannian
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metric g. Each leaf is a riemannian manifold and it has a Laplace operator. These
laplacians glue together to define the leaf laplacian A (not to be confused with the unit
disc), which acts on smooth functions on the lamination M.
A measure m on M is said to be harmonic, with respect the riemannian metric, if
w(A/)==0 for every smooth function/on M. The following result is proved in [8].
THEOREM 6.1 (Gamett). — (a) A compact riemannian lamination M always has a
nontrivial harmonic measure.
(b) A measure on M is harmonic if and only if it locally disintegrates into a transversal
sum of leaf measures, where almost every leaf measure is a positive harmonic function
times the riemannian leaf measure,

The second part (which is reminiscent of WeyFs lemma) means that if/is a smooth
function with support in a flow box U == D x T, then
m(/)=f(f
M(z,0/(z,0^)rfv(0,
JT\JDX{(}
/

where v is a measure on the transversal T, u (., t) is a positive harmonic function on the
plaque D x [t ] for almost all t, and Vg is the volume form of the riemannian metric on
the leaves.
From now on M is an oriented surface lamination with riemannian metric. Then M
is also a Riemann surface lamination and the laplacian of any conformal metric on M
satisfies
^A=ia3.
Thus harmonic functions on M are intrinsic to the complex structure and not just to a
particular conformal metric. This suggests the following interpretation of harmonic
measures.
Instead of viewing harmonic measures on a Riemann surface lamination as acting on
functions, we consider them as acting on differential 2-forms because the Hodge star
operator ^ : <^° (M) -^ <^2 (M) is an isomorphism. Hence the space M^f (M) of harmonic
measures on M is the space of linear functionals on the quotient
(^(MViaS^M).
Here we are considering real differential forms and real harmonic measures because \83
is a real operator.
THEOREM 6 . 2 . — The space of harmonic measures on the compact Riemann surface
lamination M is the topological dual of ^2 (M)/i 85 <^° (M).
Therefore harmonic measures for M are 33-closed 2-currents. We previously interpreted
invariant transverse measures as rf-closed 2-currents. Obviously ^Jf (M) => MST (M),
but in view of Garnett's theorem, these two spaces are generally different.
We need a cohomological interpretation of the space of harmonic measures. Let e^f
denote the sheaf of germs of harmonic functions on the Riemann surface lamina4°SERIE - TOME 26 - 1993 - N° 4
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tion M. That is, if U^D x T is a flow box, elements of Jf (U) are continuous functions
u: D x T -> R such that the function u (., t) is harmonic on D x { t } for all t e T.
PROPOSITION 6.3. — There is an exact sequence of sheaves
0

^ i98
__. ^/£> _. e>0 _____. <p2 _. c\
—> JT

—> 0

————>Q

—> U

which is a fine resolution of the sheaf of germs of harmonic functions.
Proof. — A function u: D x T -> R is harmonic if and only if 83u= 0. The only point
that needs comment is the surjectivity of 33. But that follows from Dolbeault lemma
with parameters. All we need is
LEMMA 6 . 4 . — Let D x T be a trivial surface lamination and let f: D x T -> C be a
smooth function with compact support. Then the assignment
(^QeDxT^-Lf7^^0^^
27tiJo
w
determines a function ge^ (D x T) such that 9g/9z=f.
Therefore, if w(z, t)dz A dz \s a differential 2-form on the lamination U ^ D x T , we
can find ge^0 (U) such that 80 g= w on some open set V c= U.
From this resolution of ^ we get
COROLLARY 6.5. — There is an isomorphism
H1 (M, Jf) ^ ^ (M)/i 33<f° (M).
We now interpret the Euler class of M as an element in the cohomology group
H1 (M, ^f). As seen in the previous section, once we choose a cover by flow boxes
{U;} compatible with the complex structure, a conformal metric g for M is given by a
collection of positive functions g^ on U^ subject to the compatibility condition
Sj=Si\^ij I2.

where {^y} is the cocycle representing the holomorphic line bundle TM in H^M, ^*).
Then the curvature 2-form of g is
t^-L^Ing,
27tl

If h= [h^ is another conformal metric on M, then/==g^ is a smooth positive function
on M and
8S In g,=8S In h^SS In/.
That is, ^(M)=[Q] is a well defined element in H^M, ^f). Note that there is a
surjection H1 (M, ^f) -> H2 (M, R() taking ^(M) to ^ (M).
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If M is a surface lamination with a riemannian metric g for which e^ (M) == 0 in
H^M, ^f), then the curvature 2-form 0=i33(j for some ae^°(M), so that the metric
exp(2na)g is flat along the leaves. This proves the last piece of the uniformization
theorem for surface laminations.
THEOREM 6.6. — Let M be a compact oriented surface lamination "with riemannian
metric g. Then g is conformal to aflat metric if and only ife^(M)=0 in H1 (M, e^f).
For a compact Riemann surface S, Hodge theory implies H^S, Jf^H^S, R), so
that rf-exact 2-forms are also 33-exact. This is far from true for surface laminations.
Let r be a discrete subgroup of PSL^ R such that M = PSL^ R/F is a rational homology
3-sphere. We can choose r so that M has a foliation with all leaves dense and
hyperbolic. Then ^(M)=0 in H^M, R;) because H^M, R)=0. However, ^(M) is
not zero in H1 (M, ^f); even more, it is not in the closure of zero. To see why, note
that there is a metric giving the leaves curvature —1. I f / ^ : M - ^ R is a sequence of
smooth functions on the lamination M such that 2iQ=lim53/,,, then A/^>0 for large n,
n

i. e., the functions /„ are subharmonic on each leaf. Now /„ is continuous, so it reaches
a maximum on the compact space M. The function/„ is then constant on the leaf
containing the point of maximum value. As every leaf is dense, it is constant
on M. Thus, A/^ = 0 for all n.
On the other hand, for the Reeb foliation we have ^(M)=0 and ^(M) belongs to
the closure of zero in H1 (M, e^f), but it is 7^0 there.

7. Questions and comments
To conclude, we would like to call the reader's attention to some of the questions left
open. As we have just seen, the vanishing of the Euler characteristics is not enough to
characterize euclidean surface laminations. But we could try to do so by imposing some
conditions on the surface lamination. A very natural one is to assume M is minimal,
i. e., all its leaves are dense, and ask: could M have both euclidean and hyperbolic leaves?
If the answer is negative, is there a metric of constant curvature? In relation to this,
we may also ask if a minimal lamination with all leaves euclidean could be parametrized
by an action of the plane. A modest answer is the following: if M is minimal, has a
holomorphic differential and a euclidean leaf, then it can be parametrized by an action
of the plane and has a flat metric.
In [9]. E. Ghys considered an extended uniformization function. By Reeb's stability
theorem we may consider laminations without spherical leaves. Then the extended map
is obtained by letting the one we have used to be oo on euclidean leaves. He proves it
is lower semicontinuous and asks whether it is continuous. A positive answer would
imply the set of euclidean leaves is closed, thus giving a nice complement to Reeb's
stability theorem.
Classically, open Riemann surfaces were qualified as hyperbolic or parabolic, according
to whether the surface has Green's function or not. After this work was completed, we
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learned that the argument with the integrals used to construct the averaging sequence
within Theorem 4.3 can be generalized to completely characterize simply-connected
parabolic Riemann surfaces (cf. L. Ahlfors, Collected Papers, vol. I, p. 84, p. 91). Using
more machinery from the theory of Riemann surfaces, one can prove that a parabolic
leaf always supports an averaging sequence; but, without further geometric information,
the Euler characteristic may be impossible to compute. In any case, as the classification
parabolic-hyperbolic is more balanced than the euclidean-hyperbolic dichotomy used
here, the question: Is there a minimal lamination having parabolic and hyperbolic leaves?
may be easier to answer.
We also became aware of the similarities between averaging sequences and certain
aspects of Nevanlinna theory. Partly motivated by this we ask: Which compact Riemann
surface laminations can be holomorphically embedded in complex projective plane P2?
The meromorphic functions on M <= P 2 are linear projections onto a hyperplane. Geometrically M is like a foliated bundle over a sphere. For example, if M c= P 2 has an
open neighborhood V carrying a holomorphic foliation which extends M, then it is
hyperbolic; in fact, it has no invariant transverse measure. This can be seen directly or
by reading the paper of Camacho-Lins-Sad, Publ. Math. IHES, 68.
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